goSmart® ProcessManager
Designing document creation processes as effectively as possible and
achieving savings is a special focus of every company. Having a legally-compliant, trackable workflow system minimises security risks and
increases transparency.
RESOURCEMANAGER

Do you want to…
implement complex document creation processes easily?

Version management and staging

TEXTREPOSITORY

Multilingual document creation

manage your processes easily, quickly and efficiently?
integrate different user groups into the document creation process?
manage users, roles and rights?
Then goSmart® ProcessManager is the right solution for you.

TESTCENTER

Automated document testing

The advantages at a glance:
High-performance, server-based process management (workflow
management) with electronic forwarding or approval to avoid
manual workflows and format inconsistencies
Modern and intuitive user interface (HTML)
Efficient process management saves time and money
Service-oriented interfaces for fast integration into custom
applications and IT infrastructures
Central template management based on user roles or
business transaction
Integration of individual correspondence into automated
output channels
User, role and rights management to ensure comprehensive security
(sensitive business transactions)

With goSmart® ProcessManager,
you can design and optimise your
document creation processes.

Functions and features
of goSmart® ProcessManager
User interface
Web and mobile client
Multilingual and role-based interface
Clear folder structure for processes by business type and user role
Standard workflow actions

Workflow management
Integrated management of standard processes with freely definable
workflow actions: check, forward and approve/reject
Implementation of ad-hoc workflows
E-mail notification with the option of executing actions via hyperlink
Process initiation via hyperlink
Extensive options for defining escalation and substitution rules

Process orientation
Process definition comprises all key information for mapping
a business case
Process includes definition of the document creation procedure
Compilation of mailings for multiple recipients
Connection to the company's automated production and
output channels
Integration into the business processes of specialist applications
Combination of dialogue-based data collection with
WYSIWYG document editing

Dialogue orientation

About INVARIS
INVARIS Informationssysteme GmbH
was founded in 1986 and currently
employs 50 specialists at the
INVARIS headquarters in Eisenstadt.
For 30 years the company has
enjoyed an excellent reputation
among industry insiders as a leading
provider of standard software in the
field of output and document
management.
INVARIS was awarded the State
Award given by the Austrian
Chamber of Commerce and
received the Swiss ECM Award in
2013.
The customer base includes
well-known international companies
from the banking and financial
sectors, as well as the public sector
and energy providers, all of whom
have high volumes of documents.
Raiffeisen-Bankengruppe
(AT),
Frankfurter Sparkasse (GER), PostFinance (CH), Federal Labour Office
(GER), Wiener GKK (AT), Berlin
Wasser (GER), Energie Burgenland
(AT), MAN (GER) oder Sixt (GER).

Workflow-controlled data collection in dialogues saves time and
money
Dynamic dialogue generation and dialogue sequence based on the
data collected
Document content management to show and hide passages of text
Definition of input dialogues using graphic interface with
no programming required

Contact us:
INVARIS Informationssysteme GmbH
INVARIS Center
7000 Eisenstadt
Tel: +43 (0) 2682/ 64 000
info@invaris.com
www.invaris.com

